
The Velvet Coalmine Children's Literature Festival 2016: the contribution of 

Blackwood Town Council 

A local man Iain Richards --- though based in London --- had organised a music, 

literature and film festival (The Velvet Coalmine Festival) in Blackwood for 2 years. 

Early in 2016 he made contact with the Town Council to outline his vision of 

converting this festival into a Children's Literature Festival to last for 5 days and 

involve 6 primary schools and 1 secondary school in the area. He hoped that we 

could offer both financial and organisational support so that he could provide the 

contacts and ideas, while our commitment to organising locally would allow him to 

direct the festival from London while we did much hard work to implement these 

ideas. We agreed to take on the organisational burden. Equally crucial was our 

agreement to guarantee funding for a 3-year period which enabled him to seek other 

sources of finance for the festival. 

Whilst inevitably not everything ran perfectly the schools were delighted with the 

creative workshops in story-writing, poetry and music as well as a Science Show. 

We were also able, thanks to Iain's contacts to hold the All-Wales Launch of the 

book 'Never such innocence' about WWI, attended by Ifor ap Glyn (Wales National 

Poet), Sophie McKeand (Wales National Children's Poet, both of whom read some of 

their poems, and Lady Lucy French the Project Co-ordinator. 

The journalist Satoshi Takehana gave an interview in the comprehensive school on 

the Rugby World Cup 2019 which is being held in Japan, and we took advantage of 

the Roald Dahl Centenary to have a 'Roald Dahl Day' in the schools, based on his 

work and in addition we held a music and dance show entitled '100 Voices for Roald 

Dahl' with the participation of Peter Karrie ('Phantom of the Opera') and his local 

children's singing school. This was so successful that on the Thursday we held a 

second show as the first one had been sold out. 

A particularly well-received event was the series of science shows held by Marty 

Jopson (The One Show). In addition we organised a series of history talks for the 

schools given by Gwent Archives and one for the general public. 

There will be an anthology of the schools' work produced in book form which we'll be 

launching at our Civic Awards Evening. 



We have already begun to think about ideas for next year's festival. We are looking 

at more science shows, a greater number of schools involved, specific events for our 

Welsh-medium schools (3 primary and 1 secondary), themes linking Welsh stories 

such as the Mabinogi and ghost stories like Edmund Jones' book or even the work of 

Arthur Machen with the schools' curriculum and an overall theme for the week. 

Our feeling is that for a relatively small financial input and a great deal of hard work 

by a few individuals we have begun to establish a festival that will grow and develop 

as a important annual event for our community. We are currently considering how we 

might extend and increase our support for the future. 


